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Welcome to the ADA transportation for people with disabilities. 

(Operator Instructions) Ken, you may begin . 

This is Ken Shiotanl and we are honored to have David Knight who is an attorney with the disability 

rights section of the US Department of Justice . Before coming to DLJ he worked for the US Department 

of Transportation on transportation issues. He is very well versed on all of the ADA provisions regarding 

transportation. With that brief introduction I turn it over to David to start. 

Thank you, Ken. I'm calling in from the district of Oregon for I am working this year. I have been in the 

disability rights section for five and half years doing transportation and other disability work. As Ken 

said, when I was at the Federal transit administration I was on the ADA team and then the ADA team 

lead. Focusing on public transit, complaints, compliance, technical assistance, and DOT regulations. And 

now at DOJ I do that and private. Public transit cases like the Detroit public Department of 

transportation. I was so happy to see all of the names of people who registered. It had escaped me how 

active many of the trench walls are whether it is a lawsuit about paratransit or a suit in the Virgin 

Islands. Advocacy in Missouri and other advocacy out of Ohio and even in Texas, Chris McGrail and and I 

worked regularly together. I know that I haven't worked with many of you but I want to make sure you 

know the wide breath of transportation requirements and I want you to know how to reach me if these 

issues come up so that I can answer questions or the DOJ can be a partner with you. I'm assuming 

everyone is logged in and can see the PowerPoint or has it printed out. I'm going to go to the second 

slide and dive right in. Two comments on questions. There is a chat box on the Adobe connect site. If 

you have a question please type them up and we will relay questions. As we switch from topic to topic I 

will stop and ask them there are any questions. I believe you can see the operator and she will assist in 

bringing you live so that you can ask your question. I will also do a general Q&A around the and and 

hang around to answer questions. I hope everyone can cure me -- hear me. It sounds a little statically. 

I'm on weight -- VOIP. On slide number two but kind of's -- of transportation we cover. Light rail, 

intercity rail, intercity buses and complementary paratransit to that. In the private realm it includes 

primarily transportation entities like taxis, airport shuttles, and entities that have transportation that is 

incidental to their work such as hotel shuttles, shuttles that take you to car-rental companies and a 

separate carveout in the regulations for intercity buses into our companies. Those motorcar -- motor 

coaches had separate wrecks written in 1988. A couple of key terms that are critical are the differential 

between fixed route or demand responses. Fixed route is anything that operates along the prescribed 

route according to ethics agile. Any city bus -- if you know how to catch Greyhound at a certain route to 

a certain time that is a fixed route. Rail is a fixed route because they are on rails. On the flipside demand 

responses is unclearly Dimock -- defined as anything not fixed. Anything that you queue them to come 

and get you like a taxi, a charter bus, a tour bus. Those two terms will be useful going forward. Legal 

authority I don't need to tell most of you about. This comes from title II and title III of the ADA. You can 

find those touches on our website. The regulations are not Department of Justice they are Department 



of Transportation. I don't know how many of you have worked with them but they are fairly dense. They 

are enforced by DOT and DOJ and I want to serve as a resource to you to answer any questions you have 

about them. It's part 37, which is about transportation services. In the resource link on the right there 

should be a document called resources. There is a hyperlink in their of where to find these. On the talk 

about appendix D and a moment. Part 38 is the vehicle specifications. Those were put out by the Access 

Board originally and adopted by DOT. All of the requirements for how the vehicle would be made 

accessible. I want to highlight this and I can't bring enough attention to the fact that part 37 has 

something unique to it as a regulation which is a regulatory intent drafters explanation of every single 

provision. I'm going to give you a basics of -- example. You have the definition of a wheelchair. Amine of 

mobility add -- wheelchair is a mobility aid. I highlight that because we used to have a common 

wheelchair and that has been scrubbed out. Here's a new definition. Is what -- we as lawyers will have to 

use that language but appendix D goes on under the exact same heading 37.3 it goes on to say the 

definition of wheelchair does not intend to include a PMD's. That's just the beginning of a quote. At 

several paragraphs explaining what they mean and don't mean for wheelchairs that pattern will go 

through with every single part of 37. Most of this hour-long presentation will be about the requirements 

of part 37. You have to look at the sister language in the appendix. Direct threat is a dispense to not -- 

defense to not providing service to someone. The appendix of England gives examples -- of examples. As 

an example that would never go in but it does go in the appendix. Please always that. As far as 

enforcement, DOJ has enforcement authority both over public and private. Private we have primary 

authority and here I am giving you language on the public authority. This is unique because of the -- 

under title II there are several agencies. Any complaint against the public transit system we would send 

by requirement to DOT. In 2010 our redraft change that. We can now hold onto any public transit 

complaint. I would really encourage you all to consider filing complaints with us first. We will look at 

them and see if there is something we want to pursue and if not we will send them to FTA. We are a 

good start because we have really great relief we can seek and we often seek compensatory damages 

which we haven't seen on a regular basis from DOT. We can litigate whereas DOT would investigate and 

have a letter of finding and then would send it back to us for litigation. I think it's one of the reasons we 

partnered with them and he brings complaints were attention. There is a link to where you can file a 

complaint. I also want you to feel free to copy me directly. I am the one who looks at all transportation 

complaints along with my deputy and we make those decisions to pass them on. It will get to my desk 

eventually so go ahead and send it to me early on if you would like as far as FTA we also have a 

collaborative memorandum with them. We meet quarterly. We have an open dialogue on 

transportation. Going to the ADA requirements, starting with the early part of DOT rags these apply to 

public and private. Any type of transportation I've mentioned and the current slides I'm going through 

apply to all entities. They can't prevent a person with disability to use the transportation service if it is 

open to the general public. You can't deny them designated priority seating. They should be obvious and 

you should be able to advocate on the behalf of them. Other service requirements -- all make use of 

excess. We have lots of anecdotal incidents and complaints about drivers passing of a person in a 

wheelchair and saying& Broken. It might be but just refusing to operate it or utilize it could be a 

violation. It is a violation. Healing functions, anything using stop announcement equipment which is an 

accessibility feature thus failing to use it would be a violation. Adequate information regarding 

transportation services must be available through successful format. That is not all information but is 

schedules and is efficient information to use the service Persons using a lift must be allowed to exit at 

any stop unless it will damage the stop. It You stop that everybody can use except for the person with 



the disability. Going to wallet all from one you do it for all. There must be adequate time allowed to 

board and disembark. So a person who needs extra time getting from paying their fair to the seat, the 

driver should not be pulling off if that person needs time to get to their secret that is a kind of driver 

training we see needed over and over again. I mentioned priority seating and I love this picture from 

Chicago where they actually put the international symbol on the seats. This is a requirement. All buses, 

bands, and rapid light and commuter rail but not commuter buses -- this is required. Also not on Amtrak. 

Vehicles are required to have signs which indicate that seats in the front of the vehicle our party seats 

for persons with disabilities. It must include that other passengers should make seats available for 

others to use them. One set of forward facing seat shall be so designated usually priority seating is 

conflated with the wheelchair space and a sideways. Those of the three seat that you see and that is 

where the wheelchair would be secured. There is also to forward facing seats. I usually see those 

missing. No advocacy is too small. I was working with Texas when they were trying to convince the local 

transit system to put signage up. Service animals, I don't think I've ever had more questions about any 

topic than service animals. We once did an hour-long webinar just for that. The requirement is to allow 

them to accompany passengers. The are important is that the DOJ change in definition of service 

animals did not affect transportation providers DOT's rags has its own --. Deal Tays rags has its own. That 

has gone unchanged since DOT's rags went into effect. I like this picture because it could be a lot of 

different animals. The rules are not quite as restrictive as DOJ's. Know that that is out there and you will 

get lots of questions. We're going to talk about resources throughout. Easter Seals Project action which I 

cannot stop singing the praises of funded by DOT to bring together transportation advocates and 

providers and writers to really make accessibility work puts out a time of absolutely free resources. This 

is one example and it is their newest product. It's attached as a resource in the email that you got. I 

think it is very useful. Printed out and hang it up on your wall in your office because this answers all of 

the questions your passengers and advocate will have. That's a good point to stop for a second and see 

if anyone has any questions. I don't see any chat yet. 

(Operator Instructions) 

I do encourage people to Chinman. I know several of you -- chime in. I know several of you have 

questions. We are still in the public and private realm. I know you hear the's on city buses but it is also 

required on any fixed route, public or private. In theory, Greyhound -- as an example of a very large 

intracity bus system. They would all be required to make stop announcements. You must announce 

transfer points, major intersections, and destination points at intervals along the route to prevent -- it 

doesn't mean every stop. Many systems have defaulted to that when they have automation that it is 

enough so anyone writing can know where they are and orient themselves. It's also not just for people 

who are blind. It is the people with low vision, cognitive impairments, there are number of reasons. It's a 

violation not to make stop announcements. Furthermore, you must announce stops on request there is 

a lot of compliance done by DOT. I think this is a very important issue and it's woefully undone across 

the country. Is a great lawsuit in Ohio years and years ago especially as you turn to automation, drivers 

become more reliant on that accessibility feature and where they don't just turn the box off -- when the 

systems are broken they don't fill in with their own verbal audio announcement. Drivers need to be 

yelling out the stops if the system is not working or if they do not have automation. 

We have a question that goes back to the seats and stopping. I thought before you went on we would 

cover that. 



I see a question. I've had consumers Passover by bus drivers because they have to many passengers with 

disability individuals and not enough room for a chair. There is a tension about space generally. Also 

about conflicting disabilities. Generally, priority seating -- drivers are required to ask people to get up to 

make room. They are not required to force a person. Let's say there is a person with a walker and they 

want to sit in the priorities eating the driver asked -- they are not required to move. Many systems do. 

Right now in Denver there is a lawsuit about strollers taking up the wheelchair space and Denver has a 

policy of allowing shoulders. They have shifted that policy and telling people to fold up there's dollars. -- 

Their strollers. You have the tension between someone with a disability who is sitting in a priority seat 

that also doubles as the wheelchair space. Again you are asking someone to move to make room for the 

wheelchair. I would think in those situations and should be more of enough permitted request that they 

moved. I always question when drivers say there isn't room for a wheelchair. People should be allowed 

to board and the priority that they got to the stop and when you are at crush load there should be 

policies in place to talk about how to accommodate that. Although it is not required a lot of systems 

have a system for alternative transportation if they left is broken and they will implement that and 

utilize it when there is a situation that vehicles are full so that they know the next vehicle is full. That's 

the example I have. I want people to reject -- reach out to me afterwards. Bring that up at the end if 

there is more you want to discuss or give me a call. Another question -- does that mean the former 

scope under DOT rags or -- rags that can respond to low blood pressure. FTA went so far where 

someone had individually trained their dog to lick their face when they were having an anxiety attack. 

That was a training, not formalized or professional but she had trained her dog and the dog performed 

the tax -- task for her. DOT takes the broader definition not the more Darrell -- narrow. Should I answer 

some more? 

They seem to be too short questions. 

Allen asks about the endemic failure of counties to receive ice and snow during the winter months. This 

is a big issue and concern. There is potentially a title to claim against the municipality. If sidewalks and 

access to bus routes is program access is the failure to shovel the sidewalks a denial of access. I'm not an 

expert in that but it is something we can explore. When we're talking about the transportation entities 

responsibility, the bus stops are not usually there's so it is not there fault or obligation to have that 

space cleared. That is where the safety of paratransit would be triggered. When we're talk about just 

transit systems I don't think they have a large responsibility there. We shift over to title II program 

access requirement with the city or County and we would have to look at that from a different angle. 

Tina asks how do you address stop announcements for someone who is deaf? So the stop 

announcements and route identification were specifically put into place for people who are blind who 

couldn't identify where they were on the vehicle or which vehicle to board. Rightly or wrongly at the 

time the statue or regulations were drafted it was believed that people who are deaf could otherwise 

use the system because they could identify the right vehicle to board and when they were at the start. Is 

primarily there for people who are blind. Secondarily, I see it used a lot for people with cognitive 

impairments. In my.? About -- more about being in two modes. It's not really considered for that 

purpose. That's the best I answer at the moment. 

Many do bus systems to get the option of LED stop announcements. With the newer system, and newer 

vehicles that is pretty common. 



A good segue for something that I think NDRN is following . They are opening the specification standards 

that they passed 20 years ago that became the foundation of part 38. 20 years ago there were not visual 

displays as a technology so they are not built in at all into the vehicle specifications. Neither is the 

requirement for automatic stop announce Jeter's. -- Announcers. They are beginning to address those. 

The draft might be that systems with over 100 buses have to have automated stop annunciator's. This is 

something in the special vocation drafting stage where I encourage you to engage with the ACCESS 

BOARD. Once they come to a final decision and pass the final rule they will be able to make changes for 

that. We are still on all transportation modes. Accessible features must be maintained. This covers 

everything list, ramps, elevator signage, must be repaired promptly. They also must take reasonable 

steps to accommodate people with disabilities who would otherwise is the features. We get complaints 

that an elevator is out for months with no indication of why and no means to get to the next station or 

what someone who needs that elevator would do. In that situation often time the Dems -- systems will 

have a bus bridge or a system in place for you can call and get a bus to take you to the next location. We 

but to work with you and systems to increase that requirement and come -- increase compliance with 

that. It doesn't prevent temporary adjustments. Securement systems must be on all accessible buses. It 

is one or two depending on the size. A must transport all wheelchairs, the only exception is if physically 

the vehicle can't take it because it is beyond the weight specifications. Systems are free to either 

establish a policy that all wheelchairs must be secured or they can leave it up to the passenger's 

discretion. We see that 50-50 in the public transit side. Even when they have the requirement to be 

secured if they cannot do it for some reason and they don't have the right straps, they can't refuse to 

transport the person because the chair cannot be restrained. Upon request, transit and private 

transportation must allow anyone to use the left with a disability who wants to. Including someone with 

a walker who can't climb steps because of a disability. All wheelchairs must be secured upon request. 

Drivers have to affirmatively assist with the securement system, see Paul's -- seatbelts, with the ramp. 

Finally, they can require wheelchairs to remain in the designated securement location. People can 

transfer but are not required to. If both sponsored fall and there is a third person waiting there is not a 

required to transport them. Transit doesn't have to let that person right in the aisle that isn't a 

securement space. This is an additional requirement of falls on public transit systems as opposed to 

private. They specifically have to have a system of regular and frequent maintenance checks. They have 

to report failures as soon as possible and I mentioned this earlier, they have to provide all Terrier 

transportation -- ulterior transportation. If the list is broken there needs to be some other vehicle that is 

dispatched to get that person. If there -- the driver needs to see if the next. Can pick them up it has to be 

30 minutes or less. Furthermore, public transit systems must take a vehicle with a broken left out of 

service by the next day. The only exception is if there is no spare and even then it is a limited exception. 

If there is a population over 50,000 people in the service area they can keep it in service for only three 

days. That's the part that is messed up. If they have a population of under 50,000 vacancy keep it in 

service for five days. If the left is broken and we boarded the part and the vehicle keeps running for a 

month -- that's not okay. Don't provide service at all if you can't provide it that is integrated for 

everyone. That was the foundation of our lawsuit against Detroit in 2005, against Jackson Mississippi in 

2010. I'm going to keep going but if you can watch the questions and Chinman with anything you think is 

-- chime in with anything that is relevant. There was a question about bus stop accessibility. The 

requirement to build a shelter. I'm going to first say that bus stops are in a terrible state of affairs across 

the country. I'm also sympathetic to that. I was looking at a report yesterday and the DC Metro alone 

has 39,000 bus stops. It's astronomical how many stops there are. The idea of making them all 



accessible is a title II program access as you can. When bus stops are built and there is new construction, 

the ADA accessibility guidelines apply. This is the same as the 2010 standards that DOJ adopted which 

flow from 2004 board standards which DOT adopted in 2006. Section 810 is about transportation 

facilities. There is a number of basic requirements. It has to be connected to the street, sidewalks or 

pedestrian paths and if there is a shelter, there has to be a clear flooring ground space within the shelter 

that is 30" x 48". This is a photo that we took from across the street from the DOJ. It does not cannot to 

an accessible route. You can't get into that shelter without walking through the grass. We took that and 

they were able to adjust that. Doesn't look like there is necessarily the right boarding or lighting. There 

are standards look to an advocate and it's often done wrong. In the grants keep of telling you everything 

that is out there. There are lots of real requirements. This is going to be discreet for cities with real 

systems. For the older system there was a system to make them accessible. They are about 90% there. 

There are some in Cleveland, New York, and Philadelphia. Not every station in those systems are going 

to be accessible until they are altered. There are's requirements for altered real stations. Lots of fun in 

the -- litigation. Stew gold had a suit against Philadelphia. There was another suit still going in New 

Jersey about the grocery path station. There is big litigation to be done there. I'm happy to take 

complaints about alterations that do not meet the requirements. 

There is one quick question about lists and weight limits. I had a situation where the driver wasn't sure 

whether the lift would be able to hold the person. The second question is from Kathy. When I was 

working to require DOT said if they just put in a poll, only the poll had to be accessible no other 

requirements apply except with the standards if the platform is built. I assume that is bus stops. 

Let's go back to the let's question. -- Lift question. Most widths are built either the minimum which was 

600 pounds and many are now at 800 pounds. There are instances where a driver might be concerned 

about a passenger. I hope that those are few and far between because so many times we actually know 

who our writers are in small systems. There's a sensitive way to address that. If someone has tried to 

board and there have been failures, the transit system should make sure that design is good. Take a 

wheelbarrow with 600 pounds of sand in it and put that on the left and run it. If it doesn't operate 

correctly then it's not the person or the writer -- writer. Some of the good systems will try to weigh the 

passenger in their chair at the eligibility stage to make sure they fall into the specifications or if someone 

has been boarding and the lift has not worked and the lift was tested, then talking directly with that 

person and ask them to be weighed. You can get to some of that information without the humility of 

bringing them into be weighed. You can get the chairs weight and you can get medical information in 

the eligibility stage. Those are some of the ideas that I have of how to resolve this. If they are under 600 

pounds and they exclude them it could be wrong. That the list -- lift has an 800 pound capacity, they 

need to take a person that weighs more than 600 pounds. The old common wheelchair requirement and 

the 600 are no longer the case? 

Common wheelchair definition was scrubbed because transit systems were inappropriately identifying 

that as a Max. They just thought they had the full right to exclude anyone over 600 pounds. We say you 

have to transport someone if you can.'s question about bus stops -- there isn't a great answer. The 

standards talk about when you build a bus stop and put in a bus pad what specifications it has to meet. 

I'm not sure that it triggers pulls -- polls. From a transit perspective it is a safety net. Karen in Pittsburgh 

doesn't awesome job of identifying all of the stops for the paratransit. I don't have an easy answer for 

just a pole going in the ground. 



What about the person getting on separately from their chair? That would be rare. 

I've seen it asked once or twice. When someone was overweight but was not overweight when they 

wrote separately. So they put the chair on and then themselves. I don't think the option should be 100% 

foreclosed but there are two concerns the transit system could push back on. The first is a disruption of 

the service. If on the fixed route someone is taking the time to both for their chair and then themselves 

and the driver is going around both ways to assist That could be an undue delay. More importantly 

though the regulations only require that you driver to help with the lift, ramp and securement. If -- that 

requires the driver to operate a power chair, that might go beyond what the regulations specifically 

demand the operator do. Based on the fact, I don't think it's out of the question. I'm happy to talk about 

that more with Kathy. I don't know exactly. I'm going to go back to the real. -- Rail. One of the 

specifications for real vehicles is that when you have a high-level platform, there is supposed to be car 

barriers which is there to make sure someone that is blind is that mistake that for the door. Next time 

you are writing a real system take a look and see if it's there. If it's not, that has led to some very 

dangerous situations and it is an easy fix. We got St. Louis to resolve this. I'm going to transition out of 

fixed route and talk about 88 complementary paratransit which is a big area.. And see if there are any 

other fixed route set -- questions. 

(Operator Instructions) 

We're going to talk about paratransit. I probably do this for two or three hours so I'm going to go over 

what the biggest points are to hit on. Then we can explore questions. Paratransit is designed as a 

complement to the fixed route system. It's a safety net. It's not ideal because it is segregated 

transportation. We want them integrated on the fixed route but there are times when people can't take 

any or some of their trips on the bus. It's important to identify that the shared ride service and it is 

origin to destination. Overwhelmingly the rags -- regulations focus on the eligibility process is far --. It's 

for people who can't independently use the fixed route. Some people aren't eligible because even 

though they haven't eligibility they can take the fixed route. [Inaudible-static] Not on particular 

destinations. The eligibility is about the person. Is conditional eligibility is granted, certain conditions 

those conditions then apply. Will go into that. I'm sorry about the terrible phone out here. Functional 

eligibility is a walk-through of how transit system should be doing this assessment. The first thing they 

should be thinking about is all of the skills required to write transit. It's walking to the bus, crossing the 

street, standing while waiting for the bus, tolerating hot and cold temperatures, identifying the right 

bus, handling fair, etc. these are all things that someone has to do that could be limited due to a 

disability. If you have a physical disability, transit system should be looking at your strength and 

endurance, dexterity, range of motion, state, speed -- paratransit eligibility decisions are done in a 

whole host of ways. Sometimes it is in person with a licensed professional. Those physical assessments 

can be done in the real environment or some of them have simulated environments. Many more 

systems rely solely on paper application and medical information. Some do a hybrid of the two. There is 

three possible outcomes for eligibility. Someone could be granted unconditional eligibility for any trip is 

eligible. Conditional is where trips are only eligible when a certain condition is met. This is often culture 

by trip eligibility. Or someone can be denied. You cannot tolerate heat or temperature below 30 degrees 

so you would be conditionally else -- eligible under 30 degrees. When you look at trips by trip terriers -- 

barriers -- this is a picture of a beautiful bus stop had -- pad and it is not accessible to any route. The 

person and he will chair would be conditionally eligible because even if they are capable they can't take 

the bus here because they would be stuck on this pad. If they were going to the store across the street, 



this trip would be paratransit eligible with anybody with eligible the -- mobility aid. As far as process, 

decisions have to be made within 21 days or temporary eligibility should be granted. If there is a denial 

or even the conditional eligibility is granted them they have to include the reason in the denial and an 

explanation of the appeals process. Often we see letters that are too vague. Systems can read choir -- 

require people to recertify. Keeps the roles active. We see that most common in the three-year range. 

We've had people unhappy that they have to be recertified. Is also an allowance for one companion. 

And a personal-care attendant if needed. If someone goes on vacation that has unconditional eligibility 

they should be able to get it where they're going. Even a specific trip by trip that is denied could be 

appealed. There's a specific requirement for an opportunity to be heard Pete --. The appeal decision 

must be made by a person who has a separation of function from the original decision-maker. 

Sometimes there's a committee. Look for procedural due process. I'll talk about this more later on that I 

cannot say enough in the resources that were linked -- there is literally one call eligibility and it is 97 

pages of pure gold. I've seen PNA's up -- what trench walls. If you want to know more about eligibility I 

would start there and then talk to me. Conditional eligibility is not tied to the purpose of the trip? 

Correct. It is on the person. If I was in a wheelchair I would have conditions where I couldn't take a trip 

that was not on level grade, to Steve, didn't have steps or curb cuts. Any of those conditions are my 

condition and then you would apply that to a destination that I am asking for a paratransit condition to. 

Regardless of the purpose of the trip? 

Yes. Another element of eligibility is a suspension policy. They are allowed. It's for writer no-shows for 

late cancellations. If I write every day the policy shouldn't be for no-shows and a quarter. Late 

cancellations should only count against me if it's the equivalent of a no-show. If I call six hours ahead of 

time for my scheduled trip it should be very easy to reallocate their capacity to someone else. The 

suspension period for be -- should be for a reasonable period of time. There's a whole another one just 

devoted to no-shows. A phenomenal resource. They went through hundreds of DOT letters of finding 

and dozens of their compliance reviews which are very dense of system after system of hundreds of 

findings and pulled out what you can take away as best practices and what is a violation or what is not. 

Paratransit has six service criteria. The rags focus on -- regulations focus on eligibility. One is service 

area. Any origin or destination within three force of the fixed route. These pictures come from appendix 

D. If you drear city and all of your bus routes you would then draw this unable around it and you would 

have this big monster of the service area. Sometimes cities just push it to the city limit. If your city bus 

runs to the very edge of your municipality and doesn't provide service across that border. Your 

paratransit service must also extend that fall three quarters of a mile. Rail stations is different, heavy 

and light rail it is around each specific station. Number two is response times. I should be able to make 

any reservation today for anytime tomorrow. They are made during regular visits hours. It's probably 9-

to-5 or something equivalent and comparable times on days that offices are closed. If there is fixed 

route service seven days a week there has to be paratransit service seven days a week and therefore 

there has to be reservation service seven days a week. When I call for a trip, there has to be negotiation. 

If I ask for 9 AM and they can't give it to me they have to negotiate with me but they can't offer a time 

earlier than 8 AM or later than 10 AM. Isn't our -- there is an hour on each side of without -- the 

negotiation. Fares have to be there. -- There. If there are there variables that can be used but no more 

than double, there can't be purpose restrictions. Hours and days of service must be comparable. If one 

or two late owl fixed-rate party buses go until three in the morning there should be paratransit also 

running until the same time. Capacity constraints -- this is a really done section of the majority of the 



efforts of FTA and compliance issues that result. No trip purpose restrictions, no waiting list No other 

operational pattern or practice that significantly limits the availability of service including a substantial 

number of significantly and timely pickups. I mentioned the 9 AM pickup scenario. Most identify a 

pickup window. The most common is I would be told I be picked up between 9 AM and 930. Any longer 

is problematic. The trip is untimely if it is outside that window. It's not a clear-cut role. It's based on a lot 

of factors. If 98% of trips are within that window, it's probably compliant. The same goes for trip to 

miles. -- Denials. There was a court in Rochester that said just a handful of trip denials was a capacity 

complaint. Trips with excessive trip length -- just because a taxi would get me to my home in 20 minutes, 

it's the fixed-rate takes an hour -- it can be an excessively long trip. The regulations have been read to 

include access to reservation systems including busy signals where you can't get through it all and really 

long hold times. People should be of a call and make reservations even during the morning and evening 

rush. 

We now have a bunch of questions. Let me read a few of them. If someone has a difficult time walking 

to the bus stop, they get winded, should they qualify for paratransit? 

Probably. I would actually look again at the eligibility think. -- Thing. If the limitation is so great that a 

reasonable person would then not take the trip on the fixed route then it's likely that that would be 

ineligible trip. It takes me a little longer to get to the bus stop, probably not eligible. If it takes me so 

much longer and I am so winded that I won't take the trip would be where it is appropriate. 

Trip to destination -- if a person is blind does the driver have to take them to the entrance of the 

building or is the responsibility to be able to find entrance to the building other destination? 

There's also a question that came in about this about specifically opening the door. The regulation say 

origin to destination service. It's not curb to curb or door-to-door. They can often develop a standard of 

curb to curb or door-to-door but they may be required to go beyond the curb to curb when a passenger 

cannot otherwise use the system without that. I provided a link on the FTA site that explains the 

interpretation. It expects the driver to provide enhanced service on an individual case case-by-case basis 

when it is needed to meet up drivers -- persons need. The driver should absolutely be escorting that 

person. At the to -- at times taking someone's keys and unlocking the door for them to be excessive but 

getting to the doctor's office and opening the door should be provided. I'd ask you to go to that link and 

talk more about it. That's been a big hurdle is getting some of the systems on board with that guidance. 

And Marilyn MTA requires them to go to eligibility assessment. There's currently a 2 to 3 week weight 

for an appointment. Their crosstraining other staff to do these appointments. Can use the -- can you 

speak to qualifications necessary to perform these assessments? 

I think FTA -- if the barrier to finishing an application is the system you are not done applying if you don't 

have the in-person, that would be a problem. Is three weeks too long? We should talk about that. On 

the qualification side, a lot of disability advocates get upset that the transit providers are not qualified or 

have a special degree. This is a functional assessment as opposed to a medical exam so in some ways the 

pushback on the other way. It is appropriate for transit personnel to make these decisions. I may have to 

know more about them to answer that question. You told me I had too many slides. I want to hit the 

private transportation requirements that are a little different so that people know they are out there. 

Let me just bump ahead. I mentioned the topic guides. Here's the website. Here are all seven categories. 

Is a whole one on Han time performance -- on-time performance.. DOJ did a lawsuit against Jackson, 



Mississippi that is a model on the consent for public transport cases you might pursue. The private 

transportation realm, there's private entities that are primarily engaged in transportation. At the 

questions about taxes. I will start off saying by they are not required to purchase or lease accessible 

automobiles. What that means is not entirely determined. This hasn't been challenged. The commission 

case and New York City challenge that those new taxes that tomorrow or not automobiles but were 

bands and that is settling so that is not being answered by the court. There's room for discussion here. 

We haven't had any specific complaints to us. So companies -- this is the unfortunate part. Airport 

shuttles and other companies that engage in transportation only have to be accessible if they are new. If 

they buy it used vehicles there is no requirement. That is simply in the statutes. In many situations they 

only have to have enough new to provide a equivalent service I hold that as a high standard. It has to 

meet all eight of these elements. If a person or I call for a trip and that shuttle gets to my place in 20 

minutes, Chris -- a person calling for accessible vehicle should get the same service. On the other side 

there are private entities that are not engaged in transportation but they have incidentals to their work 

like hotel shuttles. For those, in most circumstances all fixed route must be accessible. There is no word 

new in the statute. On the demand response side it is when it is required. You see this outside of every 

country -- hotel in the country. There's a shuttle bus from the hotel to the airport. This man is not 

accessible. There are all kinds of transportation -- I don't have the the answers for state fairs or music 

muscles but you can send those complaints and and I will look at those. We spent quite a bit of time 

working on over the road motorcoach buses -- all of them that are large must be accessible. All of them 

that are not large must still provide equivalent service with 48 hours notice. All of them must require 

notice with 48 hours notice. We brought a settlement agreement against mega bus but we got 

comprehensive relief to bring them up to snuff. Plenty of work done by our US attorneys offices out in 

the field as well. These are different kinds of transportation issues that were addressed and the links to 

check them out. There are transportation vehicle specifications to be aware of. It's part 38 and they are 

broad. It's everything from door, handrails, waiting, slip resistant floors, floor slopes, clearances, 

seatbelts, and so forth. Those are all things that should be looked at and I really want transit to become 

aware of that and ensure they are including them. You should know those exist. I talked about Easter 

Seals. They will mail you anything you want. If you want 100 flyers for taxicab operators, they will mail 

you 100 for free. You can get lost in their resources. I encourage you to go there. They also have great 

resources for writers. These are the type of things you can stack up in your lobby and people can take 

with them. FTA has a lot of resources at their website as well which I mentioned. And at two minutes 

over that is the last thing I wanted to cover. I'm going to hang out and answer questions that remain and 

welcome everyone to stay. If you have someone to be, thank you for joining us. 

Inc. you, David. -- Thank you. 

Can you know what questions I missed. 

It doesn't seem fair the person that needs to ride transit needs to give notice the day before. It takes 

away the freedom to go someplace when they want. I guess that's a specific paratransit question. 

[Indiscernible-low volume] 

The other question is only goes to an appointment and they don't know when they will be done with the 

appointment. To the have to get paratransit time to be picked up or can they call to be picked up when 

they are done? 



Unfortunately as the regulations are written it's only a right to next-day service which is incredibly 

inconvenient for writers -- riders. I think the hope was that this would become less necessary and there 

would be appreciation for transit's ability to plan and meet demand. The regulations also don't really 

think about appointment times and how that might be an undetermined amount of time. Technically, 

you schedule your pickup time and return and that is inflexible. I've seen an overwhelming authority of 

the stones do something on call where you get the one-way trip and then you call them when Europe I is 

done. There are not real clear standards about response time since they are not required to do it. Often 

I see internal standards of an hour or so. I also see that every system has a Nostrand policy. Even if you 

missed your trip home cannot believe someone stuck out in the community. They might have 

repercussions about that later but those are two positive things I've seen transit systems due to meet 

people's needs. If your system is incredibly inflexible, we can always point them out to some of the great 

systems. 

They do leave our customers and say they are in no show. I don't know where they are from but there is 

one, to that affect. 

Will have to talk further about them. 

There's one more question. Anything you can say about Uber? 

There was a question that came in about that. The threshold question for these car share services I think 

is going to be coverage. Were struggling at the OG about applying the ADA to online companies and 

services. The DOT regulations apply to transportation providers. So mega bus is a transportation 

provider and yellow cab in your city is a transportation provider. And also an over driver might be. That's 

an unanswered question and I think a lot of regulators and people are struggling with that. It hasn't 

been formally addressed to us. There's other threshold issues of, for example, if a Buber is an 

automobile than it -- Buber is an automobile than it already doesn't have to. We have individual taxi 

drivers that we have investigations going where they wouldn't take a service animal. They pursued a 

settlement in damages with that person. On that issue and some others I'm really encouraged on the 

flipside, we have so many anecdotes and hard facts of taxi drivers passing up people would service 

animals or people in manual chairs because they don't want to bother. It's hard for the person to write 

down and get all the integration and file a complaint. With Uber you know who your driver is or the 

system does. I had a friend of mine who is an a manual chair and when the driver came he didn't know. 

I'm hopeful that these car share services will cooperate if there was a complaint about a specific driver 

and provide that information to investigators to ensure that if in individual driver is discriminating the 

appropriate action can be taken. 

Operator, do you want to open it up? 

(Operator Instructions) We do have a question but they did not leave the name. 

I have a question. I didn't understand what you just asked me. 

Just a you are and your question. 

My question is we have a paratransit system that only offers limited service to areas that they consider 

outside the corporate area of our town but they have a daily bus route that runs along that boundary. I 

was wondering if they are required to provide the same person the service that they provide the bus 



route service to. The writers can only can only ride the entire transit service on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

The city bus drives along that route Monday through Saturday. 

How often a day does this bus run? 

It runs in the morning and then one in the evening. There are to within three quarters of mild that runs 

all day as well as some that run into the evening. 

You are queuing up some of the service area and criteria questions generally, the three-quarter mile rule 

applies when a system is running. If there's a bus running on a regular basis within three quarters of an 

origin or destination that should be serviced whether or not the paratransit system is restricting it to 

one or two days. I asked how often the bus route ran just to say that when you talk about equivalency, 

some transit has pushed back and say we have one bus that runs once in the morning and so people 

within three quarters of a mile of that fixed route can take it between 9 and 10 AM so they extend 

paratransit service in that general time frame as well. They would extend it say for a 12 hour time frame. 

They try to restrict it to Justin equivalency. I think that has been allowed in some situations. I'm happy to 

taken more information about that system and about where it is. We can partner with FTA or we can 

look and see if there is more enforcement action that needs to be taken. 

I will give you a call of wine. 

Thank you. 

I'm wondering if you could go over the 600 pound requirement again that is now being bumped up to 

800 pounds? 

The 600 pound requirement has been removed it's no longer part of the definition of a wheelchair. 

Instead the requirement is to transportation system transport people who they are able to transport. If 

there with Ken raise them -- if their lips can. I said 800 because often times there are only three left 

manufacturers in the country and most of them have a 600 pound rating to meet the former definition 

or an 800 pound rating that adds an additional safety element. That is going to be 90% to 95% of those 

laughs -- lifts. 

Can I ask a follow-up? The question would be because then you have the bus operator -- if the manual 

with goes down and they have to deploy it manually are they then required to be able to push or pull or 

lift to 800 pounds? 

That's an interesting question. Haven't heard that before. It should be the rare situation that a manual 

lift -- manual lifting is necessary because that means it hasn't maintained. Lifts are supposed to work and 

not just be there. FDA had said that when someone's power chair had run out of batteries and therefore 

needed to be pushed that it was too much to expect the bus operator to push that up the ramp. So I 

might say that it would be unreasonable in that narrow circumstance to use the manual left for 

someone that heavy.'s back okay. -- 

Okay. 

That live should be taken out of service that day and they should be able to ride on the next vehicle 

which is properly maintained or alternative to -- transportation should be dispatched. There should be 

several other safeguards to get them to their destination. 



Okay. 

Thank you for the question. 

Hike on David. -- Hello, David. Wanted to say all -- to all of the trench walls out there -- P&A out there. 

My question is if you knew anything about whether the DOT regulations in the future are dealing with 

individual with digit -- disabilities having accommodation request transit providers? 

I think he is referring to the Melton fax -- fix or lack of DOT requirement that operators need to make a 

reasonable on a vacation in the policies. That's something that I've been tracking since 2006 and DOT is 

still not issued a regulation. 

It's coming from our circuit and it snowed -- known as the Melton case. 

The worst part is Dallas is really good on other fronts. Everyone agrees it -- I'm going to let tran02's 

answer stay and that it is DOT's responsibility to make the fix. They have and issued a final rule so we 

will all cross our fingers and wait for some progress. 

Keep up the great work, David. 

Thank you. 

I am showing no further audio questions. 

Tank you everyone. I hope this is a start of a dialogue. Thank you for waiting through the end. I'm going 

to do something similar to this in June in Baltimore and I would love to meet you in person. 

I think so. Thank you David. This was terrific and I have to share your praises along with Chris. He will be 

doing a similar session at the NDRN conference in Baltimore. Health time afterwards probably as well. -- 

He will have time afterwards probably as well. I look forward to that session and thank you again for 

today's session. Back my pleasure. -- 

My pleasure. 

This concludes today's conference. You may now disconnect. [Event Concluded] 

Actions 


